A Message to Our World

From On High!!!!
The Light That Burns
Brighter…
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Make No Mistake

The Time Is Now!

This is a time
For Action
.
.
.

The Time Of
Action
!
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The Tree Of Life
is about Movement,
is about Faith

.
.
.

is
about

Being
Connected
In God!
Realize that we can truly be

One Body, One Sinew!
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No one and no nation must stand alone and cannot
stand alone without Our Lord and without each other!

There is to be One Nation In Unity.
There is only One Truth And

It Is Absolute...
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Absolute Truth Is The Only Light
that will bring our world out of darkness!
The turmoil Truth brings on is
truly a healing force...
Surrender and meet
all things with

Love
including your
enemies
.
.
.

Embrace
the experience
and learn the
important
lessons
with
in
!
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We must Stand in the face of
adversity and persecution
.

We must fight The Good Fight!

In Christ
At Any Cost!

We must be as a living sacrifice unto The Lord.
We must be willing to lay down our lives!
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For that which we know from

The Holy Spirit Is Above
the ego driven truths of man…

And Is Seated And Stands

Above All!
It is not about
man’s will
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

It Is About

God’s
Will
!
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Stop looking to the
outside world for answers!

The Way of Truth is through the heart!
The Lord Speaks to our hearts,
Not to our heads or flesh

.
.
.

Amen
!
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Fast ye from the world...

Divorce the world!
Reach up to God so that your eyes and
ears may be opened and fine tuned.

Put Your Faith Forward!
We brighten the
world
By

S
h
a
r
i
n
g
.
.
.

His Healing Light,

His Sacred And Holy

Lampstand
!
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Our Mission is to unify the

Awakening World
by touching
all with
.
.
.
.

The Torch That Burneth Brightly That Is

The Flame That Lights The Way!
.
.
.

The Light of Truth Given Us

Of Christ Jesus,
Yah’shua!
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He Lives
And Still Is...

The Good News!
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At conception and
in the womb we
are spiritual,

One With God
Upon arrival we become divided!
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We Come From One
Then we are divided…

The world then envelopes our existence…takes us into it’s fold. That
which we experience with our senses and flesh becomes our teacher.
The world is the false teacher that brings forth a false light that yields
the darkness of lies, deception and confusion. This further leads to
fear, self-doubt and limitation. Faith, righteousness and knowledge
of a different, destructive type is adopted…those of the world, not
of Christ ! Beware of the false teachers and false prophets. There
is a reason deeper than many can see. There are Pearls of Wisdom.
The world is a grand deception, a theater of controversy! Our world
is in constant battle. There is an opposing force...A dark presence
cloaks the world with false perceptions. Realities are formed based
on Lies. The presence encourages the erecting of walls within each
individual that act as a barrier to Truth. The walls are built on the
quicksand of deception. The walls keep us from connecting with our
hearts and with the hearts of others. In the world the path is unclear,
seemingly a mystery...In Christ, In Yah’shua the path is there for us
to follow, the path is lit and clear when Led of The Holy Spirit !
The first step is to enable the individual to see. Truth opens your eyes
widely. Sight opens a door to deeper understanding thus breaking
through the many barriers. Truth is a battering ram that must shake
the wall, weaken it and ultimately break through...Deeper yet lies a
trilogy of Truth: Wisdom, Knowledge and Truth. There is a constant
internal battle between Good and evil. The key is to align with The
Good of God...not the self-perceived doing of good! I searched for
The Good in books, programs, meetings and philosophies. It was
not to be found in the books on the self...what I was looking for
found me when I was ready.
Many medical, psychiatric, scientific, technological, communications,
media, religious and other communities influence our beliefs.
Alcoholism is a disease, a mental illness is to be treated chemically,
technology is our savior and the media feeds society with that which
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will sell, earning them profits based on feeding society what it has
come to crave...any cure even if it is of deception, lies and sin! A
docile society allows their control to slowly slip away one sound
byte, one show at a time! Before too long we find that our time
has been sold to the highest bidder at the greatest of price...erosion
and degradation of our individual and collective values...Erosion of
all Godly Principles...picking those that are doable and casting the
others aside. The Good is exchanged for the goods of the world,
forsaking the erosion while shirking the responsibility. Where has
accountability gone ? Then we wonder why the sun has left and we
are left with the storm...Why The Son, The Light has departed and
we are left with the darkness of the storms of our iniquities..Why The
Abundant Spiritual Harvest of The Holy Spirit is diminished while
the material harvest continues to yield a fleshly return for living a
carnal life...teaching that comfort is the ultimate reward! And why
we should not be surprised that by living a life in the center of the
darkness does not earn us a seat at The Table of The Lord, does not
earn us Salvation or a seat assured in The Kingdom of Heaven!
If God does not desire or enable our iniquity and does not reward
living a life lived outside His Instructions and Commands, then we
must seriously ponder where the material reward comes from when
it is not truly deserved according to our conduct. We are told not to
be jealous of others...perhaps one reason for this is that their gain is
ill gotten and compares not to the True Riches of Heaven bestowed
by God unto His truly faithful followers. This would then beg the
question...Who actually rewards darkness, evil and sin ?...why
satan of course !...for those that unknowingly follow him in their
false lives lived strangely too often meets with success...then man
believes the material, carnal flesh success is the reward and seeks
it rather than The Lord and His Kingdom first ! Remember that
it is the wanton that crave adulterously that end up on the outside
looking in at The Lord and His people before their final departure to
their eternal place of unrest and misery!
What if when sinners pray to God because they want more of the
wrong thing God actually Says to satan “give them what they want.”
“The light has departed from them, May they reap what they have
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sown...If they favor a false kingdom of flesh over My Kingdom,
then let them be servants unto the false master they serve! “They
prefer kingdoms and leaders of the flesh that they can see over Me,
Their God, And My Kingdom ! “
Many organized religions are based on man’s alteration of the intent
of The Word. Let us not call a man “ The Holy Father. ” Men
that others run to for direction and answers as though God chose
one person other than The Son Jesus Christ AS HEAD OF THE
CHURCH! The best that we can be is Fatherly and the highest
place should be the humblest, lowest place. Man’s ordained are not
always of Father God’s Choosing, rather they choose their leaders
themselves. Is this to say that man’s church cannot repent and
redeem itself in The Sight of God to become A Church of Christ’s
True Spiritual Body...of course it can...but will it ? When we see
flocks in different pastures that are not all green and that are not all
connected together then we see A Body separated. Man’s highly
structured organizations that have and continue to believe that they
can withhold The Truth “in the best interest of man ” or decide what
is best to feed God’s children is taking a great liberty that does not
lead the children back to their Father! These notions are lies, a
misdirection and foster a false reality. These organizations serve too
often the power and ego of man. There is but One Holy Father and
He Is God. Man cannot be just or trusted to act in the best interest
of mankind without being truly Led of The Holy Spirit...too often
sinful behavior is justified In Christ claiming to Serve Him...Father
God, Jesus And The Holy Spirit Are Not The Authors of confusion,
sin and iniquity, Nor Do They condone it. Let each man, woman
and child be Led of The Spirit And The Light of The Lampstand
as to what is truly right and wrong. May we stop being enablers
of iniquity while claiming ignorance. Ignorance is chosen and self
inflicted while The Word of God is there for each of us to guide us in
a New Life That Is Truly A Reflection Of It’s Author, His Spirit And
His Son Jesus, Yah’shua. Only God can be trusted and truly Is Just.
God Offers A Complete Freedom In Christ, In Yah’shua. Man guides
man into acceptance of Christ while he has shackled man from The
Full Freedom therein by not covering the ground of Wisdom that is
the basis for informed choice in the knowledge of consequences. It
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is not about religion, a code of ethics, nor a series of rituals. The
True Gospel is so often drowned by an over sensitivity focused on
sin consciousness and the wrong fear...thus the swimmer drowns in
the sea of wayward confusion. Is it not about love, faith and trust In
God ? Is it not about establishing a relationship with Him ? Where
is the discipling, Where are the True Teachers that live The Life
Promised, modeling The True Christ in all their ways I ask ? Man
has become a creature of comfort in lieu of being of His Creation
and living a life kept in The Comfort of The Comforter !
The selling of one’s soul is indeed a most serious matter ! In who’s
hands have we left the most precious things ? We ought all ponder
what we take for granted in exchange for how things really work
according to The Kingdom of Heaven...including myself that must
check in on a moment by moment and a daily basis!
We must keep ourselves and others that truly seek to follow The
Lord in check, checking in with He That Is The True Authority Over
His Word! He Is The Word Spoken And The Word That Is Heard in
the deep place of our hearts. The Word That Can Be Written upon
our hearts and dwell within our hearts but not without The Holy
Spirit From Which It Comes...Amen!
We also cannot let pride of our knowledge blind us quickly into a
worthless heap of head knowledge that fosters death and a decline
into the recline of comfort!!!

Where The Word of God Dwells
So Dwells It’s Author!
What books reside upon the shelf in
the library that is your heart?
Time to burn a few books and check out

New Ones From The Library of Heaven!
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We all must learn to be

God Conscious, Son Conscious,
Victor Conscious, Faith Conscious
And Above All

Love
C
o
n
s
c
i
o
u
s
!
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Above All let us be

Lord And Kingdom Conscious
in all that
we do !

Above All let us be faithful

Followers Of The Lord Our God
True To Him
in all
that
we

A
R
E
!

Above All may we have

Jesus Christ, God The Father And

The Holy Spirit
in our hearts!
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It is The Truth that will free the
people, God’s children...

The Word of God Is The Only
And The Absolute Truth!
I speak not against you the flock
for you are my brothers
and sisters that
I love.
It is my desire to enlighten the flock that must stop
feeding a false fire and quickly seek

The Fire That Is Everlasting
and share with you all that

The Lord Has
Shown
me!

I say these things to expose false freedom
to re-assure you and to bring
my candle of hope to
the table
.
.
.

That The
True Freedom Is In
Christ Jesus, In
Yah’shua
!
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The ways of distraction and fear, the many false
expectations appearing real and yet are not
destroy the earth and God’s children,

The Truth And Light
is abandoned, thus we become
buried in the darkness
of the void left !!!
The solution is simple, it lies outside the box. The box is the world
and The Spirit is not containable, is free and ever expansive as The
Lord God who created the universe with the eternal depth of it’s
content. The box is your mind… a trap, a prison. The only person
that stands in your way is you...Why try to place a perfect thing
of beauty into the darkness of containment? The Spirit of God is
beyond our imagination and is a space immeasurable...such a Light
cannot be restrained in the confines of man’s world and reality. With
the right knowledge and the proper guidance In Christ, In Yah’shua
The Light will enter the confines of the separated cells of darkness
we are trapped in...We then emerge into The True Light together
becoming one as we individually become one with Our Creator
through The Son...May The Light of The Son and His Lampstand
shine upon you my brothers and sisters! May we be the children
once lost forever found ! May The Rope of The Holy Spirit, Ruach
Kadosh encircle us, taking us captive in The Freedom of The Son,
The Father And His Spirit...Amen!
The intellect has a way of making your head spin. The intellect
teaches you that anything can be true and thus A Firm Foundation
Of Righteous Knowledge In Christ is blocked. God Is Simple.
His Wisdom Is Simple. Our world complicates all things. We so
often in history see that the truth today is replaced with a new truth
tomorrow. The beauty of The Truth of God Is that It Is Timeless for
He Is The Ancient of Days, The bush burns today seeking a listener
as it did then! His Wisdom is in the form of Pearls of Wisdom
that cannot be jaded or diminished. Be the pearl that is worn away
and polished into a perfect luster...Become as the silver that is
untarnished. Having faith that God has a plan and path for you In
His Son is both vital and crucial.
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Faith is a difficult concept in this world we live in. Have Faith in
something you cannot see ? If you cannot see and have faith in the
small things, then you cannot see that God is in the most minute of
details. The listening observer that hears will know and feel the
confirmation of The Spirit of The Lord that is all around us. Faith
comes through seeing A Light Offered us in the shadows. Truth is
obstructed and walled over by our experiences in life that send us
into the box. We come into this world One with The pure Light
of God’s Spirit. This is where we must return to. As we venture
back our flesh and mind feel pain...then many mixed signals enter
in. The heart is in denial while the mind is given free reign that it
does not easily give up...it’s false sense of control refuses to make
way for The Greater Will. Truth becomes twisted, something to
be feared through the innumerable attacks on our faith...attacks
come in many forms intending to weaken our Hope In Christ, In
Yah’shua. The mind itself wants to continue being a self protective
defense mechanism, thus blocking us from a deep reliance and a full
measure of faith applied unto The Lord Our God. False paradoxes
ensue…I want to change but my mind says no. Complexity replaces
Simplicity. Perceived reality blinds us. The blind man’s reality is
falsely perceived. If turmoil, pain and sin are to be our consciousness,
then it is no wonder that we run and hide within ! We can become
ruled by guilt, fear and unworthiness manifesting in deep rooted
lies, deception, defensiveness and selfishness. Look around you and
listen. Be self aware hearing what you say and seeing what you do...
Listen to your words ! If someone says something that you react to
defensively, what part of that reaction have you looked at. Look at
other’s actions and words as a mirror reflecting a part of yourself.
If everyone is mirroring and no one is aware of this Truth, is it any
wonder that it is hard to connect with others, with oneself and most
importantly with God Himself ? Realize that we project our great
weakness, our deepest fears and our doubt towards God. We learn
in the world that if we trust in others, open ourselves up vulnerably,
that we become hurt in so many ways seen and unseen. If we expect
from others then we are so often disappointed. We cannot project
this toward God As He Is Loving, He Never Disappoints and Is A
God in which we can have Great Expectations...Amen!
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See how others act as a mirror upon which
your opinion of yourself is formed.
Be aware of your triggers
(Thoughts, emotions and desires)
and how they manifest in anger, rage, sadness
and many other emotions!
Our hearts become trapped in the bad weather
of our past as we are passed by and
as we pass by life empty.
We carry an umbrella of self protection to
protect us from more bad weather
for surely we expect
a storm!
The umbrella that we open and place over us
actually shields us from the rain of
blessings that fall from
heaven above
us.
Dark and lonely is the shade of our
deep despair and distrust!
Dark are the shades of the palette of the world
that paints darkness driving us into a
the corner with no apparent
or clear way
out.
The only way out of the corner is up!
The only way out is The Lord!
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Odd how happiness can be measured by how
others respond to you, judge you !
When others paint their picture of you it
surely does not reflect the true
person the true picture
of who you
are.
If your life were a canvass, then there should be
one canvass that reflects one life lived.
Why is it that we can continue to live while
painting life in so many different
ways that would lead to
two distinct lives
framed
?
One painting that is painted for the public
is painted with the desired colors
that the critic would
accept
.
.
.
While there is another painting canvassed
that is only for private viewing
and not suitable for
other eyes!
It is the many dishonest painters that make for the
false gallery filled with deceptions
and the sins well hidden !
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The emotions that hide in the dark and of darkness
are not pleasant colors when brushed
unto a canvass that is pure
and white in it’s
beginning.
As a child is pure, perfect and of light
so should the canvass remain!
Yet defiled is the innocent child that finds
violation at every street corner and
within the home that is found
in the earthly realm.
Sweet is The Realm That Is Above the child
and all around the precious child just
like a mother’s embrace !
May we In Christ become as living vivid
colors on His Canvas, shining
forth His Light!
You invite us to

Your Easel Of Eternal Life!!!
We arrive as a dim picture
and you can transform
us back into a thing
of great beauty!

Perfect is The Canvass of The Lord Creator.
Perfect Is The Brush of The Lord.
Perfect Is The Painting.
Perfect Is The
Child
!
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Now put a real mirror in
front of yourself !
Now take a look... A

Good Look!!!

This is called honest introspection... looking deeply at
all of your triggers of fear, unworthiness, and all
other lies that reside within your heart…

Sadly This Can Be A Sight
That Is Not So Pretty
For The Gazer!
The eyes are indeed the gateway
to the heart and the soul !
I thank God that what He saw in my mirror was
not the same as the ugly child I saw!
Ever notice how difficult eye contact can be
when walking through the world,
few are the eyes that
smile !
This mirror also can show you all the manifestations of your
own will at work that is learned from the world,
guided by a desire to conform
to the world !
How do you see yourself ?
Does what you see
make you
happy
?
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Feels like persecution and something to run from !
We do not have to look to the outside for the
persecution, the slander...just look
at what we do to ourselves
within our secret
lives lived!

Now you can clearly see your will, identify it and
take it captive To Christ And His Gospel.

It is your heart that reflects
who you truly are !
You are not what you
think, feel and
desire.
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Be about what Father God
Desires For You !
Know that a life that is unlived can
be replaced by a new one...

A New Picture On
A New Canvass!
Remember That God Only Sees
The True Painting and all the strokes
of The Brush That Paints !

The Lord is not a critic,
He Is A Redeemer !
Yield your brush that paints dark pictures !

Give that old brush to The Lord !

He Is The Hope that when we look into
the mirror we will see a better image
than the one we measure short!

He Understands our weakness,
our fears and the many
things hidden!
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Be aware of your triggers, witness them, set them
aside and listen to your heart… open
your hearts To The Lord and

Be fed of The Manna
Of The Lord!!!
Be not denied your place

At The Table Of
The Lord !
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Now that you are set aside, you can begin to see
deeper within yourself, your heart.
You can begin to see
and know

Truth In Your

Heart

.
.
.
.
Truth comes forth through a heart humbled,
a heart that desires The Light and
the heart bowed to

God

when you are willing,
will show you
who you
are
in

Him
!
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When you can look in the mirror and see God in
you then you are in the right dimension…
the meek, poor and humbled with
a new appreciation for
what God has
made.
This begins a revelation of what truth and
unconditional love are…

That God’s Unconditional Love
is for you and in you as you allow
Him To Enter your most
guarded place !

Only when you can truly love yourself unconditionally can
you begin to understand others and meet them with
the same Love God Has for you
and meets you with every
day of your life!
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Confusing?

The Teacher, The Rabbi
can teach you no matter where you
are how to seek and reach

Father God’s Light
Of Life And
Truth!
Without A True Connection
are we not a flock
scattered

?
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Isolation divides us from
the flock and

Our
Good

S
H
E
P
H
E
R
D
!! !
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“ Good can appear evil and evil
can appear Good. ”
The blind sheep knows not
the wolf that disguises
himself as a fellow
sheep in the
herd!

Unprotected And Unguided
The Sheep Will Perish !
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If you can see this,
is it not a very common,
natural feeling in the world…
one of I do not deserve
or I am not worthy
.
.
.

Of Good Things?
There will be a point where you want to give up. There has to be
something more to my life than this! It takes a commitment to
desiring Truth to begin to see through the darkness. It takes saying

“ Enough Is Enough ! “
As The Light of The Lord enters your heart, you will awaken. Tune
in. A feeling of internal shredding comes forth. It is much like a
coarse piece of sandpaper rubbing against your insides. The internal
battle between our individual perceived reality and His Truth takes
hold. In this time of great turmoil, confusion and pain a greater
desire is born. This pure desire of your heart to break free opens
a door to a new beginning. A birthing is taking place. Birth is
painful and patience (longsuffering) is the essential. God Will Show
Himself to you when you reach this point. God can present Himself
in many ways. Once The Presence is recognized you will never be
the same. Once you depart from the old path you know you would
be insane to want to return to it. This is the time of lessons. A
time to walk forth in a New Light, to live a New Life. You have A
New Father Who has been there the whole time. He Will Love you,
Never Abandon you, but do expect Him to Discipline you. Come
to know His Rod and Staff as your comfort for God Rebukes And
Brings The Rod of Correction to those He Loves...Amen! We are
children of The Father... sons and daughters living as brothers and
sisters In Christ, Of One Family. Love God, Love Jesus, Love your
brothers and sisters. It is critical that we begin to discern between
what is a message (Spirit-God) and a thought (mind-flesh) at this
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point and on an ongoing basis...this is known as discernment...
Discernment comes Through The Holy Spirit Who’s Eyes see
deeper to reveal the things that the eyes of the flesh cannot see... the
flesh merely sees the surface of things and not what is truly lurking
underneath...that which comes from the underneath. Evil is indeed
a real presence and all around us...But The Lord’s Light is to be your
armor ! There is no silver lining in the earth there is only the satin
lining of a casket waiting your arrival. The True Cloth is the white
linen of a wedding gown cleansed and purified By The Blood of
Christ, The Blood Shed That Is Spiritual. What was once the blood
of sacrifice and of animals brushed upon the door entrance to protect
is now The Spiritual Blood of The Son...As It Was foreshadowed in
The Old Testament and completed In Christ in The New Testament!
Now The Fill Completion In Christ, In Yah’shua is at hand In This
Revelation Age and into The Everlasting Age

Of The Kingdom That Cometh...
Amen, Amen and Amen!
Develop your hearing---Listening through the heart.
It requires that we say “ Mind be still. “ in order to know
the “ Be still and know that I Am God ” as a new living reality.

Settle for nothing less and the less
shall become nothing!
The fire of the world is false and false are the ashes
disguised as a false fire that consumes when
the consumed is the false fire...Amen!
The mind is filled with battles and many storms...If there is a
mountain of rubble in your way then may the faith of your mustard
seed move that mountain. Be not as debris by the side of the road...
be the whole that walks in the center of the thoroughfare. Be not the
fish that lies upon the shore gasping for air...be the good catch in The
Net of The Fisherman Of Souls...and be not the drowning man next
to the boat that travels in the center of the stream...be the passenger
in The Boat of Salvation With The Lord At The Helm...Amen !
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It is about faith being put into Action !!!
True Faith is not a noun it is an action verb.
It is about learning to listen to The Word of God which comes in the
form of your own words, words of others and direct words to you
from God. You must also begin to open yourself to The Lord to be
led on your path In Christ, In Yah’shua. Once you have seen this His
Direction for you and have learned the lessons from The Rabbi, The
Teacher you can truly begin to move more freely. You are already
free In Christ before He Meets you...But it Is He That Leads you
into the full measure. I say do fall not short of the mark...Go the
whole distance...run the whole race...Amen! . We are all granted a
measure of faith sufficient if raised up to the challenges we face and
the work given us of The Lord. The faith in committing to remain
and to live truly for The Lord, being in the moment every moment
of His Eternal Presence will guide you in your ways through your
purpose revealed. Our common purpose is to raise The Lord above
ourselves and to know that His Will Be Done comes through our
bowing, yielding, obeying and thus the serving of His True And
Heard Will. His Will Is in the details, revealed to each of us called
personally that then come together as a Body In And of Jesus Christ,
of Yah’shua. Taking time to be present, detached from the flesh past
and the false flesh expectations of the future yields hope. Hope is
to be found Now In Christ...The Highest Candle of The Lampstand,
The Center Candle of The Lampstand Is Of The Servant of All Who
Is The Lighter of our candles as His servant’s candle that burns
with A Flame that cannot be blown out...He Who Lights the candle
lights up the whole of the heart...Amen! May The Light That Lights
Reside with you in your heart...may your hearts be as One, may our
hearts be as One...Amen! The heart gathered is the heart found. The
most highly rewarding time is that which you spend alone with God.
In your journey for The Lord is a purpose greater than yourself.
Do not own your purpose, It Is God’s Purpose for you. Do not run
ahead of God by not listening. Be Still and Hear I say ! Take time
to ponder what is wise for choices are many and the choice is each
step along His Path or into the broad one. You will know what The
Lord Your God Wants of you through your heart…what to do and
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how…and equally important what not to do ! The partial doer is not
the complete doer of The Will of God ! It is not for us to know when
and where trusting in God Who Knows His Will… to move you
when the time is right. Too often we see believers blindly running
all over the place trying to do good while leaving the distaste of
error in their wake. Be ye exact to The Scriptures in your ways that
say prepare not for The Holy Spirit already Knows what to do and
what to say!

This is to lead a Holy Spirit Led Life!!!
You must listen. See how the world changes around you when
you listen. Notice how others change around you. Do not expect
all others to embrace the change within you. Expectations will
disappoint you seeking to drive you back towards the place you
came from...relentless is the devil seeking to devour whom he may
as the unknowing pray falls prey to the predator that lurks in the
shadows...relentless is he in his pursuit and pursuits...
Darkness and temptation are there to distract us…to divide us from
Our Lord and God. See your old patterns for what they are and have
faith that The Light of His Truth And Love will keep you free from
the slavery around you. Above all be patient as deliverance is not
just a matter of words spoken, but a life changed and a new life born
and walked out! The length of our valley of death knows only The
Lord Our God Who Delivers us a full distance...Amen!
You will be surprised with how many others in the world feel as
you do. You never were, are not now nor in the future will you
ever be alone. He Has Always Been, Is and Forevermore Will Be
with you. ...Be ye set apart and be For Him ! Recognize the great
needs for your love all around you. If you are afraid, ask God for
help. If you are weak, ask God for His Strength in your weakness.
Remember that it is our admitted weakness and need for Him that
is His Strength...Enter the place where you will find His Strength
That Is Greater than the whole of your fears and weakness. Let not
doubt creep in through the door of your faith left open but a crack...
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remember that if you give satan an inch he will take a mile...if you
give him a mile he may take the whole road out from under you.
Remain steadfast in your faith and decide that which may enter your
dwelling and that which may not ! If you are out of control, ask
God for His Control over your life. Pray “less of me and More Of
You” every day in order that His Will Be Done! See Father God as
proactive and not as merely reactive in your times of desperation.
Desperation clouds the heart and the hearing. Act not out of
desperation for transgression is but a footstep away ! Misdirection
and wrong doors open quickly to the desperate ones !
Trust is the clear sky within which a spirit can soar. You have the
power through your belief and faith to change anything Through
Christ and In Christ. It does not matter if you have a speck of faith
or a mountain of faith. Even when you feel no faith you will not be
denied…He Will Not Deny those that deny Him not. There is a key
to this kind of faith…giving your measure to The Lord to perfect it.
Faith is only perfected when given in full measure to The Giver
thereof...He That Is The Perfecter of our faith !!!

There are
many
keys
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

The Lord Our God

Will Help You if you are ready and yielding!
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Our Truth In Common is found

In Christ, In Yah’shua
And will prevail!!!
It is a Light that cannot
be extinguished nor destroyed…

The Light Of The
Lampstand Is Eternal!
Realize that you stand alone only as long as you deny Him, His Light
And The Truth of His Gospel. It is your journey and our journey
together with Christ, with Yah’shua (Father God’s Salvation) that
will take us the distance. Life presents us with challenges…Embrace
it all, embrace one another and be ye embraced By Our Lord !

There are promises and rewards In Christ
for those that seek to live A New Life In Him!
To create a True United Nations in the earth it will take awareness
of the Spiritual Awakening taking place Now. Feel the acceleration
taking place NOW. Unity In His Truth will move the masses to
affect a true change in the leadership of nations through the bowing
all wills from the bottom to the top To The Holy God of Israel !!!!
Many suffer a loss of identification with the leaders of their nations
because of their witness of the evil and self serving ways. Blindness
would have us believe that we have no control over government.
The ignorance, complacency, and acceptance of what is wrong in
government leads to social decay, tainted morality and a people
dependent upon government to take care of them. Herein lies the
weakness that lulls us to sleep. Generations have been taught that I
have to compete, I have to fend for myself. Materialist and kapitalist
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values breed false realities. True Wisdom sees this, does not sit still
and acts first to divorce oneself from it, seeking In Christ to be freed
of the shackles, the bondage. Vested interests with self-serving
motives deny positive change. Money rules...the more money
you have the freer you are. In reality this represents a deep hole,
leaving us with nothingness, devoid of peace, love, compassion
and grace. Drivers include greed, hatred, “win at any cost”, control
and fear. Drivers are rewarded by material or ego gains (power)...
thus many are lost and do not even recognize what has taken place
or is happening. Before you know it you have bowed fully and
surrendered to the wrong power. Appreciation, gratitude and a new
Lord and Kingdom Consciousness can be quickly lost in the fray of
the wedding gown offered...she that becomes a bride of the world is
the she and he that sleep in the same bed as Jezebel !
We believe and know that Perfect Government can only come by
way of The Lord Who Is Above all governments and lands. There is
but One Leader and He is with and for us…He can be in every one
of us. If we evict the rulership of the world from the throne within
our hearts, there is then a place for The King of Kings and The Lord
of Lords To Take His Throne ! In so we become Ruled from within
and Above...Amen! He Who Is In All Things Controls All Things.
He Is The Structure, The House Built That Is Greater than those
built of mere sticks and stones. The Kingdom can be within every
one of us and is surely all around us. We have been blind, but the
veil is being lifted. Remember that blindness and insufficiency can
only be lifted by The Hand And The Spirit of The Lord Our God!
There will be Unity Under Perfect Government In Christ, In The
Light of His Supremacy in the time to come that is near. All that
does not bow to The True Sovereign King will bow or it will fall to
the ground and wither away!
There will be a great gathering of God’s children, of His people.
The four corners of the world will be joined together. The individual
nations must heal within while uniting In Christ and welcoming
all to the joy and celebration to come Under His Rule. But first
there will be a great trembling in the earth As It Is Written ! Faith,
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Steadfastness and Perseverance will be tested ! No one has earned a
free pass...We are to pass through the darkness, the valley being
Led Of The Lord Our God into The New Beginning...Amen !
True Equality and Freedom Will Come…
It is already here just beneath the surface…Look And Listen !
There will be Nations Under God, Indivisible With True Liberty
(True Freedom) and A Justice That Is For All but it will not be as
these false nations we now find in the earth, the false ones who serve
no one but themselves !

There is A Greater Will And It Will Be Done !!!
Man’s way has surely failed over and over,
again and again and again...
It is now time to surrender To God!

He Alone Has The Power
And All Dominion And

The Love!

To Him Be All Glory…Amen!
Praise and Thank God for all that

He Has Done And All That He Will Do!
We anxiously await the witness of

The Lord Who Has Said

Watch What I Do!
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God Is Showing Many His Truth
by opening their eyes.
There is an awakening, hearts hungry to grow and
a deep spirit felt desire to aspire toward
the new path that is to be as

“ a New way to
a New world. ”

The Time Is
Now
!
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There must new leadership that stands In The Truth of The
Gospel and will uphold it by example, that will be accountable
To Jesus, to Yah’shua. Truth will be attacked at every level
---personal, business, social, religious and from every angle
conceivable as satan does not wish to let go of his strangle hold
and his false dominion. These Are matters of dominion and
The Lord Has Total And Absolute Dominion over His people
that struggle to reject and renounce their falling under a false
dominion, subjects of a kingdom that is of darkness.
The solution is so simple yet The Light of Truth will be hailed
as evil. Battle is inherent, but the battles are for Christ, for
Yah’shua and are won before they begin and fought In Spirit
before the victories arrive in the earth ! Persecution for doing
what is right in God’s Sight is unavoidable whether it comes
directly, indirectly, physically, verbally spiritually individually
and even collectively...Believe me I have seen every conceivable
form...but the devil is a lion seeking to devour, cunning and
most clever in his ways. But the follower of The Lord is not
clever but is wise in his ways led! I am completely reliant
upon His Spirit to steer me clear of danger and He Does let me
know if trouble is lurking from behind a tree...And If I am to
take a stand against my accusers He Picks when and where !!!
True following of The Lord is not a religion. Religion is how
we practice what we believe. The many practices are not One
while claiming otherwise. We are to be about exposing iniquity
and sin...standing for The Truth In Christ And Of His Kingdom
!!! We are not to bow to falsely justified lies perceived as an
enticement or entitlement to differing truths While One Truth
Exists And One God Exists !!!…The ways of the world are
both irrational and insane at best. The Truth of The Word and
Of God changes the bondage of paradigms and destroys the
many paradoxes. No one will be spared The Truth !!!!
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The Truth As The Lord Promised That
All Things Shall Be Revealed.
We as followers are to be

Ambassadors In Christ,
Of Yah’shua !
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